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The shortage of skilled workers in the IT sector shows no signs of abating. Well-trained specialists are in short supply and 
hotly contested. Non-specialist employees from various departments must be able to operate highly specialized systems 
with little to no training. However, the user interfaces of such systems are often complex and not user-centered. At the 
same time, driven by the appealing intuitive design of consumer apps, the demands on the design of user interfaces in the 
business sector are increasing.

With Fiori, SAP fundamentally changed the way users interact with its software in 2013. SAP Fiori is the foundation of 
the user interface for SAP 4/HANA and an essential part of SAP‘s UI strategy. SEEBURGER has integrated SAP Fiori into its 
Solution Extensions for SAP to provide a modern, customer-centric user experience. 

Simple and intuitive design

At the heart of SAP Fiori is its simple and user-friendly design, based on scientific findings on intuitive information 
processing. This not only makes it easier to employ for line of business (LoB) users, but increases efficiency at the same 
time. SEEBURGER has adopted these principles and integrated them into its Solution Extensions for SAP to provide a 
seamless user experience.

The SEEBURGER Fiori apps are based on the principle of role and task orientation. They focus on the essential functions 
that are needed for processing a specific use case, avoiding unnecessary complexity. For example, users can easily approve 
invoices without being overwhelmed by superfluous functions or information. Thanks to a design structure familiar from 
smartphones and tablets, Fiori apps provide an intuitive and pleasant user experience.

Figure 1: Example of invoice approval process in SAP Fiori

Customer-centered user experience  
with the SEEBURGER apps for SAP Fiori
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Customized user experience  
for a wide range of users

The SAP Fiori-based SEEBURGER Solution Extensions for SAP are tailored for a wide range of potential users, especially those 
who only work with SAP systems occasionally. The implementation of Fiori in the SEEBURGER Solution Extensions is more 
than a mere adaptation of the user interface. It represents a paradigm shift in the way users interact with our business 
software. The Solution Extensions for SAP offer a wide range of functions for a wide variety of use cases – from monitoring 
business processes to specific tasks such as document releases and status queries. Thanks to the customizability of specific 
roles and tasks, such as order management or supplier evaluation, the Fiori Launchpad gives users direct access to exactly 
the tools and information they need. The goal is to make the user experience as intuitive as possible in order to achieve 
increased accessibility and efficiency for all users.

Security and compliance
+  Highest security standards
+   Seamless integration into existing 

company systems
+  Always up to date with the latest 

legislation 

Lower costs
+  Intuitive application
+  Decreasing error rates
+  Remote/mobile working
+  Reduced training effort

Broad target group
+  Optimal for SAP-inexperienced 

LoB users
+  Reduction of complexity
+  Role- and task-oriented
+  Pleasant user experience

Fit for the future
+ Flexible and future-proof 
+  Basis for the development of innovative solutions
+  Adapted to market developments
+  Reduced training costs
+  Long-term partnerships

Optimization of business processes
+  Editing directly from the Fiori MyInbox,  

without leaving the Launchpad
+  Automation of time-consuming and error-

prone manual processes
+  Accelerated process flows
+  Data analysis and reporting via the  

SEEBURGER KPI Dashboard

Increase in productivity

Mobile accessibility for a flexible working environment

Home office, workstations, mobile workplaces – modern companies need flexibility. Company applications must be displayed  
and function cleanly and smoothly on a wide variety of end devices. The Fiori apps integrated into the SEEBURGER Solution 
Extensions for SAP adapt responsively to different screen sizes and device types, be it on a desktop, tablet or smartphone. 
With this flexibility, users can complete their tasks anytime and anywhere – an advantage not least for mobile teams and 
field staff.
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The Fiori apps are designed in such 
a way that they meet the highest 
security standards and allow seamless 
integration into existing company 
systems. Security and compliance 
also enjoy the highest priority during 
the integration into the SEEBURGER 
Solution Extensions for SAP.

That way SEEBURGER customers be-
nefit not only from an improved user 
experience, but can also be certain 
that their data and processes are pro-
tected at all times.

Business processes are one use case 
in which the SEEBURGER SAP Fiori 
apps can make a notable difference. 
They allow for the automation of 
time-consuming and error-prone work 
processes – for a significant increase 
in overall efficiency.

For example, the Fiori-based Invoice 
Release App enables the seamless 
processing of documents as well as 
the quick and uncomplicated release 
of invoices directly from the Fiori 
MyInbox without users having to leave 
the Fiori Launchpad – for faster and 
cleaner process flows.

The SEEBURGER KPI Dashboard offers 
users valuable insights into key  
figures and metrics that are essential  
for informed business decisions. 

By providing access to this valuable 
business data, the SAP Fiori apps in 
the SEEBURGER Solution Extensions 
allow users to benefit from dynamic, 
easy-to-understand data analysis and 
reporting. 

This also helps to reduce error rates.

Figure 2: Dashboard based on SAP Fiori

Security and  
compliance

Optimization of  
business processes

Data analysis  
and Reporting
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The modern business world is fast-moving and volatile. Business software must be able to grow with these requirements. 
The integration of SAP Fiori into the SEEBURGER Solution Extensions for SAP creates a flexible and future-proof basis for 
the development of innovative solutions that can be adapted to the latest technological developments and the needs 
of SEEBURGER customers. SEEBURGER works closely with its customers, to understand their specific requirements and 
always optimally tailor the SEEBURGER Fiori apps to the needs of users and the current market demands. In this way,  
SEEBURGER supports the digital transformation of its customers both in terms of  technology and in terms of how companies 
work and create value. 

SEEBURGER and SAP Fiori – the long-term vision

Advanced technologies for long-term partnerships 

As an integral part of the SEEBURGER Solution Extensions for SAP, Fiori will enable the development of powerful, user-
friendly and intelligent solutions in the long term. Future technologies such as artificial intelligence, machine learning and 
advanced analysis functions allow deep insights into business processes and help to increase efficiency and competitive-
ness. SEEBURGER‘s expert teams provide our customers with long-term support and consulting that goes far beyond the 
implementation of SAP Fiori. We are always available to ensure that SEEBURGER customers can realize the full potential of 
their SAP Fiori-based solutions.

Curious?  
Learn more in our white paper  
on E-Invoicing.  

    Download

https://www.seeburger.com/resources/all-resources?tx_in2seeburger-resource-center_list%5Bfilter%5D%5Bkeyword%5D=E-Invoicing%3A+International+Compliance+With+Local+Regulations&tx_in2seeburger-resource-center_list%5Bfilter%5D%5BproductsSolutions%5D=22&tx_in2seeburger-resource-center_list%5Bfilter%5D%5Bindustry%5D=&tx_in2seeburger-resource-center_list%5Bfilter%5D%5BresourceType%5D=


www.seeburger.com

Disclaimer
This publication contains general information only. SEEBURGER does not provide any professional service with this publica- tion, in particular no legal or tax consulting service. This publication is not 
suitable for making business decisions or taking actions. For these purposes, you should seek advice from a qualified advisor (e.g. lawyer and/or tax consultant) with regard to your individual situation. No 
statements, warranties or representations (express or implied) are made as to the accuracy or completeness of the information in this publication. SEEBURGER shall not be liable or responsible for any loss 
or damage of any kind incurred directly or indirectly in connection with any information contained in the presentation. ©
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